How to Proceed SISPAD2020 Virtual Conference
It is our great pleasure to welcome you to the 2020 SISPAD: ALL-VIRTUAL. This year's SISPAD is
the first virtual conference in SISPAD history, so we will explain how to proceed.

How to proceed with the technical program at the virtual conference
Technical Programs timing is based on Japanese Standard Time (JST). Please note that this conference
does not have a live video system. The technical program is divided into 3 groups based on a time
frame of 6 days (see the timetable for details). Participants can view the presentation video only during
the time frame of each group. The video cannot be downloaded. Within that time frame, there will be
a question and answer period for only two days. Moodle is used for viewing videos and Q&A on the
bulletin board system. The papers are published in electronic format only and can be downloaded at
any time during the conference.

How to ask and answer questions at the virtual conference
Questions and answers are allowed only for 2 days of the video viewing period. Questions and answers
should be posted on the Moodle bulletin board system (BBS) during the two-day period. The session
chair will check the question and answer the BBS, which is only allowed for the two days, and if the
answer is not available, ask the presenter to answer. We hope that participants will be tolerant of the
delay in question and answer sessions. After the two days of question and answer session, participants
will only be able to browse the bulletin board.

Workshop
Workshop is split into two sessions, WS1 and WS2. On each workshop webpages, seven invited talks
will be given by pre-recorded videos which is accessible for seven days. Schedule of the video viewing
period can be found on the timetable. Q&A forum is also provided for discussion between the invited
speakers and participants. Please note that the forum is opened for only two days on the workshop
webpages. There is no distribution of any papers or proceedings for the workshop.

Virtual Lobby
SISPAD 2020 serves an internet forum to communicate with other attendees. This forum can be used
for conference announcement, postdoc recruitment, free discussions, etc. Please note that the forum
cannot be used for commercial purpose. Unfortunately, Moodle does not have a function of private
talk. When you need to have a private communication with a speaker, please contact directly by using
the email address found on the paper. Please enjoy this all-virtual conference!

